Why we ask for supporting debit card
documentation
Sometimes our partners ask why we need to request supporting card documentation from
consumers for ProBenefits FSA debit card transactions.
Short answer: It is the right way to administer the employer FSA plan according to the IRS
guidelines.
Our goal is to align the administrative services we offer with the ProBenefits Mission
Statement: To provide employee benefit solutions distinguished by a commitment to knowledge,
accessibility and integrity.
How do we determine when we will ask for documentation? We work very hard to be
efficient and not request documentation unless it’s necessary. The IRS rules allow
automatic approval of some types of FSA debit card purchases:
-

Employer-sponsored group health plan copays (data you provide to us at renewal)
Purchases made at IIAS-participating retail merchants (most large and many small
retailers)
Recurring expenses that match previously-approved transactions

These types of automatically-approved purchases generally make up about 80% of the
card usage for most employers. For other types of purchases, we ask for documentation, in
accordance with IRS guidelines.
If you would like to know your card transaction substantiation rates at any time during the
plan year, please reach out to us and we will happily send you a report and discuss ways we
might be able to improve substantiation for your plan. One thing that can be helpful is
additional participant education, which is something that we love to do! We will be happy
to provide materials and schedule virtual meetings, or even in-person meetings if possible.
If employees come to you with questions about documentation requests, please encourage
them to contact us – we are here to help! We are committed to providing support to your
participants to make obtaining and submitting the correct documentation as easy as
possible. And of course we are also always available to help you with any questions you
might have about this process from an employer’s perspective.
Employer Service: Service@ProBenefits.com or 888.722.8382 (or reach out directly to your
ProBenefits Account Manager)
Plan Participant Customer Service: Trust@ProBenefits.com or 888.722.8382
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